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Washington Beats Wilkinsburg For W. P. I. A. L. Title

Army and Navy Play Spectacular Game to 21-21 Tie
The Challenge to Education

By ROBERT E. DOHERTY
Pres. Nixon's nominee for the directorship of the N.S.F. and two weeks ago, the Boston GLOBE ran an article to the same effect.

GLOBE Science Editor, Victor McElheny, told the TARTAN, "I've heard from people inside the Foundation that Stever is going to get it (the nomination)."

With a budget of $600 million, the National Science Foundation serves as the major support for fundamental research done by the government.

The President's nominee for the post of Director is subject to Congressional approval, similar to a Supreme Court nominee. President Stever, because of his strong professional qualifications and reputation as an independent Republican, would most likely have little trouble gaining Congressional approval.

In 1969, Nixon nominated...